
Enabled by Ultrabook™ Devices 
Racing in the multiplayer game Road Warrior on Ultrabook™ devices is a brutally fun experience. Set in a post-
apocalyptic world, the driver’s challenge is to win a race filled with daredevil stunts, explosions and rival cars 
equipped with arsenals of weapons. 

As a finalist of the 2012 Unity Awards, Road Warrior combines the best in racing and combat gaming with 
intense action, amazing graphics, fearless enemies, addictive gameplay and a thrilling story. It features online 
multiplayer features so players can race with their friends in real time and share their scores. Plus, it features 
numerous levels and customizable cars.   
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Set in a post-apocalyptic world where only those who modify cars with weapons will survive, Road Warrior is 
a side-scrolling racing game that is action-packed and challenging. Each level offers exciting new challenges, 
stunts and the possibility of upgrades. Accumulate victories to get the chance to race against bosses and win 
their cars. 

When developing Road Warrior, Mobjoy took advantage of its status as 
an Intel® Software Partner in the Intel® Developer Zone to optimize Road 
Warrior for Ultrabook devices. The combination of touch and keyboard 
capabilities, Intel® Core processors and high resolution screen provide a 
compelling, visually stunning and interactive platform that makes Road 
Warrior racing an exhilarating experience.  

Road Warrior has numerous features designed to keep players 
entertained and engaged, including: 

  •  Stunt mechanics: Earn cash and turbo boosts by performing aerial 
      stunts.

  •  Weapons: Gain five deadly weapons for each car.

  •  Multi-paths levels: Featuring nine levels with multiple paths 
      specifically designed to favor certain cars. 

  •  Vehicles: 11 unique customizable cars are available, from sedans to 
      massive trucks.

  •  Friends-Only and Global Leaderboards: Have bragging rights over 
      your friends. Highscores are registered and compared to a friend-
      specific leaderboard at the end of any level. 

  •  State-of-the-art AI: It may be easy to learn, but Road Warrior is 
      difficult to master!

Road Warrior has more than 15 million players online and Mobjoy reveals the drivers with the leading points in 
its posted leaderboards. Plus, the game is updated frequently to add new challenges, including new bosses to 
defeat and maps. With highly entertaining gameplay, a community of other racers and new challenges, Road 
Warrior offers hours of fun on Ultrabook devices. 



Road Warrior Powered by 
Ultrabook™ Devices

New Ultrabook devices provide 
an interactive, visually stunning 
platform to play the action-
packed game Road Warrior.  The 
interactive touch and keyboard 
capabilities, visually-rich display 
and Intel® Core™ processors all 
combine to create one of the 
most exciting racing video games 
available now.  
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To learn more visit www.intel.com/ultrabook

To become an Intel Software Partner visit
www.intel.com/partner

Visit the Ultrabook™ Device App Showcase at 
http://software.intel.com/pams/ultrabookdeviceapps


